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IE THE CONCRETE MIX ON TEE DEVELOPMENT OF SHRINKAGE STRESSES

1. Introduction
The relative humidity of air and the water-cement ratio of the concre

te mix belong to the most important technological factors affecting the 
development of shrinkage stresses in concrete ri,4,6,7,6J. Technical lite
rature does not indicate any extensive research aiming at a quantitative 
explanation of the determined relations. Only simplified tests have been 
carried out so far, the results of which lead to rather contradicting con
clusions £1 ,2,4,6,SJ or indicate the complex character of the effects exer
ted by all the mentioned factors[4,6]. This induced the author of the pre
sent paper to undertake investigations in this field. CEB-FIP Model Code 
1S90{Bull.ISO) renders a method of determining the values of shrinkage 
strains; it does not contain, however, any information on shrinkage stres
ses calculation. In author's paper it has been proved that technological 
factors which have been considered have different influence on the shrin
kage stresses than on the development of shrinkage it self.

2. The aim, the scope and a description of the tests

It was the aim of the author's own tests to investigate the develop
ment of shrinkage stresses in. concrete while curing, and to determine 
their correlation with shrinkage strains at various values of the two 
most important technological factors. Knowledge concerning the develop
ment of shrinkage stresses in actual concrete with a given curve of the 
development of tensile strengths provides essential information, making 
it possible to evaluate quantitatively the resistance of concrete to 
shrinkage cracking, not only basing on the moment of the occurrence of
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the first crack, hut also on the ratio of tensile strength to shrinkage 
stresses. This ratio expresses the margin of safety against cracking and 
may serve as a quantitative "measure of quality", as far as the resistan
ce to cracking is concerned L10_j.

The subject matter taken up in the present paper has been restricted 
to bai^shaped concrete elements and curing without any freedom of defor
mation. The choice of just such an element was dictated by the simpli
fied assumption that the field of shrinkage deformation was homogeneous 
over the entire cross-section of the sample. The element was deprived of 
its freedom of deformation by providing both its ends with external cons
traints in the shape of coaxial pivot bearings. Such an idealized experi
mental model relates, however, to cases really applied in concrete struc
tures and makes it possible to check the resistance against shrinkage 
cracking of this material in nearly extreme conditions.

The decisive aim of these researches was to determine the influence 
of the relative humidity of air ot and the water content in the mix c»J 
upon the development of shrinkage stresses &-os the time of the
occurrence of cracks tz- 

The tests comprised
- the development of free concrete shrinkage in time

£s ( t,et , cJ ) ,
- the development of shrinkage stresses "6^  (t,oi >

- the tensile strength f . (t) ,
- the compressive strength after 28 days fou*

These tests were planned to be carried out at three levels of humidi
ty cc and three levels of mix-water content (expressed by the water- 
—cement ratio uj = w/c , the content of cement being constant). As such
experiments require much time, the programme comprised only five oases,
as shown in Fig.1.

Each case comprised i2 samples for the testing of 6 as well as 8 

samples to determine the value of £g. All of them were made of five 
mixes: of each mix additionally five cubes 150x150 mm were formed to 
determine the value of f . The samples were grouped stochastically.
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The composition of the concrete mixture for = 0,55 was as follows:
243 kg Portland cement "35"» 2084 kg sand-gravei mix, 134 1 water. In the

case of Og = 0,70 and «1  ̂=0,85 
the content of water and aggrega
te was appropriately changed. The 
samples were taken out of the 
moulds after 24 hours and then 
stored and tested at a temperatu
re of 20^1° C. All the samples 
used for the checking of their 
strength were stored at 
a humidity of = 85%•
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Fig.1. Test programme

With the exception of f , the experimental elements were providedCu
with caps as shown in Fig.2. As the cross-sectionswere rather small and 
the time of testing comparatively long, the effect of the not uniform 
drying of the respective parts of the sample was neglected. Deformations

were measured by means of frames, 
rods and dial gauge (1 fm) mounted 
on the samples, on a basis 400 mm 
long. In order to model the beha-' . 
viour of a sample deprived of its 
freedom of deformation (mounted at 
both ends), specially constructed 
gravitational tension creep-testing 
machines were used (Fig.3). The 
samples were successively loaded 
twice the day, so that a constant 
length of the measuring base might
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Fig.2. Geometry of the samples

be secured. Thus, shrinkage deformations (contractions of the sample) 
were compensated by lengthening it, these extensions being brougr.t about 
by external loads. The known value of the force exerted on the sample 
facilitated the calculation of the mean value of shrinkage stresses in 
the cross-section of the sample.
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1 -  lever

2 -  ball -  a n d -  socket joint

3 -  hanger
4 - t o t e  box

5 - p r ism a t ic  joint

6 -concrete sample

7 -  rocker

8 -  screw
9 -  steel rope

I 0 -  roller
I I  -  measuremnt frame

12 -  diav gauge

13 -  steel frame
1 4 - s h o c k  absorbent pad

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a multi-stand creep-testing machine

The shape of the samples used for measuring the free shrinkage of con
crete and their distribution in the laboratory were the sane as in the 
case of loaded elements, which warranted similar conditions of drying in 
both groups of concrete samples.

3. Analysis of the test results
Before the processing of test results was started, statistical analy

ses were to he carried out on the significance level 0,05* Applying va
riance analysis for f , it was found that the experimental material 
constitutes a homogeneous set. It was also checked (by means of Dixon's 
test) whether the extreme values of the obtained results were not subject 
to gross errors. According to the purpose of this research work most com
plete infonnation about the investigated relations was to be aimed at. 
Mathematically this problem was reduced to the search for a function of 
statistically reliable responses. The applied analysis of variance and 
regression has made it possible to evaluate the degree of the scattering



of data and their suitability, the contribution of the respective compo
nents, but also to omit inessential expressions. Detailed results of the 
correlation function may be found in £10J , and in the diagrams provided 
below seme of the obtained functions are illustrated (together with the 
values of the correlation of R and the test F). As there are so many 
experimental data (1761 points), they have not been plotted into the 
diagram. Figs.4, 5 represent curves of the development of shrinkage 
stresses in elements curing without freedom of deformation. The influence ■
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Fig.4. The development of shrinkage stresses in concrete ( uO = 0,70) 
at various’ relative air humidities

t td a y s )

Fig.5. The development of shrinkage stresses in concretes with varying 
mix-water contents at a relative air humidity of ot = 85%



of air humidity ot on the development of shrinkage stresses is not the 
same as on the development of the shrinkage itself. There is no direct 
depenpendehce saying that the smaller the value of oC , the larger the 
^  bs * because humidity affects not only the shrinkage, but also the 

tensile strength of concrete and its susceptibility to stress relaxation 
[4], Lower humidity, e.g., is accompanied by a greater shrinkage, a 
slightly smaller actual tensile strength, and thus also a smaller value 
of the strain coefficient and a larger creep of the concrete £ 3 1. There-- 
fore, an increase of shrinkage results in an increase of shrinkage 
stresses, whereas the reduction of the strain coefficient leads to a drop 
of their values. Moreover, a stronger creeping goes together with a consi
derable decrease of the value of these, stresses due to relaxation £3£.
This reducing effect of humidity becomes particularly evident when =
= 55%; the values of are then smaller than at cx = 70%. A similarly
complex influence on the development of €.D£ is exerted by the water- 
-cement ratio (Fig.5). On the one hand, the larger the value of uJ , the 
greaterjthe shrinkage and the value of ^^s’ On the other hand, however, 
the larger the value of oJ , the smaller the strength of the concrete and 
the strain coefficient, and the larger the creep (relaxation) of the con
crete [4(J, i.e. the smaller the value of shrinkage stresses. This redu
cing effect becomes visible particularly when = 0,85. In this kind of 
concrete the stresses are smaller than the value of 5-̂ g at oj- 0,70.

The observed general relation, as well as the occurence of unfavoura
ble values of to display some similarity with cement mortar (conpo), 
discussed in [6 J , though, of course, with different values of to .

The relation existing between shrinkage deformations of free elements 
and shrinkage stresses in samples without freedom of deformation is 
expressed by the function 6 (t,a ,tu) in Figs.6,7«.

First the value of <p grows rapidly, but after having reached its 
maximum, it gradually decreases and probably approximates some constant 
value, which is characteristic for mature concrete.The greater the humidi
ty ol ,the greateri is the extreme value of <$ (t) (Fig. 6) for concrete
with the water-cement index co= 0,70. It seems that in the case of aged
concrete the values of (t) for various humidities oi do not differ
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very much from each other, and may even be quite the same.
In the case of concretes with varying amounts of mix-water the values 

of ^ (t) are larger for smaller w/c , the extreme values being almost 
identical (Fig.7).
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Fig. 6. Relation between the ratio ®t)S/ the age of the concrete
at u)= 0,70 and various humiditees of air

Fig. 7« Values of the ratio £-s concretes with various water-
-cement ratios at oC = 85% '
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The function (t) , in [10] called the "Theological strain coeffi
cient" of concrete in tension makes it possible to calculate the shrinka
ge stresses at any time t^, basing on free shrinkage deformations £g 
end making use of the relation

®bs1 = ^ 1 ' Cs1 '
The function <$> (t) expresses changes of the immediate strain 

coefficient of concrete in tension, as well as the effect of the relaxa
tion of stresses. The immediate strain coefficient depends 'on the level 
of stresses and the age of the concrete. An increase of stresses leads 
to reduced values of this coefficient, whereas the age of the concrete 
brings about an increase of this value [4]. The relaxation of stresses 
is ; iirger, at the level of stresses is higher whereas the susceptibili
ty of concrete to relaxation decreases with its age [ 3] • The final shape 
of the function (t) is the resultant of the effects mentioned above.
A detailed analysis of the obtained relations, as well as their physical 
motivation may be found in [10].

The interdependence existing between the time of erackingof elements 
curing without freedom of determination and the factors c£ and cO is 
expressed by the function:

tz (days) = 227,5 - " ^29.6 <*> ,

where E = 0,96 , F = 356,4 } ^0,05;2;60 = 3,^5 •
The shape of the curve for u) = 0,7 C10J indicates that a change of 

humidity oi from 55% to 70% influences the value of tz only slightly. If 
the humidity cC is further increased, the function grows violently and it 
is to be supposed that when oĉ . 90%, there will be no cracking at all.
In the case of lower values of tO the boundary value of oc is somewhat 
smaller.

In order to supplement the test results it should be still added here 
that after 28 days the compr. i strength fou amounted to: at ui = 0,55 
- 26,13- MPa-, at a) = 0,70 - 2^,81 MPa, and at *0 = .0,85 - 18,47 MPa.



4. Conclusions
The interdependence of shrinkage stresses and the factors <x and , 

determined in this paper, is of a rather complex character. There is no 
simple relation which would say that the lower the humidity ot or the 
higher the indeks tO , the greater are the shrinkage stresses, because 
these factors influence the stresses not only due to shrinkage but also 
due to the strain coefficient of the concrete and its susceptibity to 
relaxation.

The relation of shrinkage stresses and shrinkage deformations is
expressed by the function' £ (t), the values of which at first grow ra
pidly and, having reached their maximum, gradually approximate a constant 
value, characteristic for mature concrete. The humidity of air differen
tiates the maximum values of the respective branches of the function, 
whereas the index u> conditions their final values.
The time of cracking of the samples depends on the factors oC and to .
A distinct influence of humidity is to be observed at oc)>70%. As soon as 
this value has been reached, the values of tz begin to increase violen
tly. It is to be supposed that at cc)y 90% and W ^ 0,70 , the samples

will not be subjected to cracking at all.
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WPŁYW WILGOTNOŚCI ŚRODOWISKA ORAZ ZAWARTOŚCI WODY ZAROBOWEJ 
W BETONIE NA ROZWÓJ NAPRĘŻEŃ SKURCZOWYCH

Streszczenie
Przeprowadzono badania na elementach betonowych dojrzewających bez 
swobody odkształceń. Poznano wpływ wilgotności względnej powietrza 
i zawartości wody zarobowej w mieszance na rozwój naprężeń skurczo
wych i czas pojawienia się rysy. Określono statystyczne związki mię
dzy odkształceniami i naprężeniami skurczowymi, przy różnych pozio
mach uwzględnionych w badaniach czynników. Wskazano taki obszar utwo
rzony z tych czynników, kiedy zarysowania betonu nie występuje.
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BJfflHHHE BJIAEHOCIjJ OKFJBUQBEJ! CPEZBI H COSEPKAHIIH 

B 02U  3ATB0PEHMH B EETOHE HA PA3BI4TME yCAHOHKtiX 

HAUPMEHłlii

Pe3me

EpoBeseah! acnwiaHUfi CeTOHHhix o0pa3uoB, TBepaesaix Ce3 CBoOoaaofi 
ae$opMaipin. HccjieaoBaaocB BJiHHHae OTaocKTejiEaofi BaasaocTH B03ayxa 
k  coaepy.aHHH soaa 3aiBopeHMH b  cMeca aa p83BKTKe ycajmaux aanpa- 
seaKii k nosB.ieHiie xpenaiRH. Onpeaejieaa CTaTKCTiiaecKae 3aBacaaocTK 
Mekay ae$opaauiiHŁ!ii u aEnpsy.eHMMii (ycaaoaaŁiKu) npa pa3JiH>iHHX 

3aaaeaHHx $aKTopoB, npaaflTHX b o  BBHMaaae b accaeaoBaaaHx. Ilpea- 
CT3EJieaa Taaaa oCjiaoTB, b  aoTopofi npa cyaecTByio®HX $aKTopax ae 
noHBaaexcH aa Ceioae rpaaaaa.


